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THE PHYSICAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENT  
Year 10 Physical Education – Curriculum  

 

Year 10 
Autumn Term 

Rugby 

How do I become a better Rugby player? 

Source of 
knowledge From Teacher / You tube / Books / Coaching awards / Internet  

Knowledge 

Passing and running skills – students to be able to demonstrate knowledge 
and skills of passing in a range of situations eg left/ right, floor, pop, spin 

Strategies for attack- being able to use individual and team strategies to 
attack 
To be able to perform strategies for attack. i.e. side step / dummy / 
changing lines of run. What to do if penalty and or scrum / lineout.  
 

Develop contact skills – tackle / ruck / maul 
Students to understand how to go into contact as player being tackled / 
supporting player or tackling player. 
 

The Kicking role in Rugby union 
Students to understand how to kick from hand in general play and when 
play has stopped (penalty). 

 

Conditioned games – leading up to full version of game depending on class 
ability and size – (might have to be 13 v13 if 26 in class) 
 

Students will apply the 
knowledge by;  
 
 
In a game or 
competitive situation 
 
During progressive 
practices or drills.  

Vocabulary 
Blitz/Drift/Spot Tackle/Sidestep/Press 

Assessment 
Focus  

Assessment 
To demonstrate the ability to outwit an opponent in a game situation using the appropriate skills 
and techniques. The pupils are to develop their knowledge and understanding of the rules in rugby.  
Further development - Inter house rugby comp/ encourage going to college rugby club. 

 

Year 10 
Autumn Term 

Netball 
How do I become a better netball player? 



Source of 
knowledge Teacher / You tube / Books / Coaching awards / Internet  

Knowledge 

 

Ball familiarisation  
Pupils should be able to develop the speed and power of their 
passes, specifically the chest pass, shoulder pass, bounce pass and 
overhead pass, demonstrating the correct technique consistently.  

Footwork and turning in the air  
Pupils will be able to demonstrate turning in the air with the correct 
technique, using landing 1,2, with two feet, using effective pivoting 
in both isolated practices and competitive game play. More 
advanced students should begin to develop their ability to pass on 
the move and demonstrate footwork specific to each position. E.G 
Split landing, turning in the air when receiving down court, 
stepping/lunging and stepping around a defender.   

Movement skills 
Pupils should be able to purposefully change direction, move into 
and out of space, dodge, cut in front of the defender and change 
their pace. Pupils should use movement within a team to create 
space for successful ball placement. They should increase their use of 
short and flat passes as opposed to diagonal overhead passes as they 
will be more strategically positioned. 

Defending 
Students should now be implementing effective stage 1 defending 
(man to man marking a player without the ball to eliminate them 
from being an option to pass to) and stage 2 defending (marking the 
player with the ball), with high success rate of interception. Pupils 
should also develop their use of stage 3 defending which is where 
each player is responsible for defending a certain area from any play 
that takes part there. Spatial awareness and good peripheral vision 
should be evident. 

Shooting  
Pupils should consistently demonstrate the correct 2 handed 
technique of shooting and apply this skill to competitive games when 
they are placed under pressure by opposing defenders. Pupils should 
be able to make successful shots from a range of distances from the 
net.  

Game tactics  
Knowledge of the rules are implemented consistently. Centre pass, 
backline pass and side-line passes are implemented well. Movement 
down court is consistent and triangles are used around the circle 
edge. Pupils will learn and demonstrate a centre pass set play in both 
opposed and unopposed situations. Some pupils will be able to adapt 
to the demands of a game environment when performing a centre 
pass set play. 

 

Game play  
Pupils should demonstrate quick decision making with regards to 
their choice of passes and movement when attacking and defending. 
Timing and moving into space should be consistently effective and 

Students will apply the 
knowledge by;  
 
Demonstrating more 
accurate and efficient 
passes 
 
Demonstrate correct 
footwork skills during 
drills and games 
 
Improved/quicker 
decision making  
 
Playing in a variety of 
different positions on 
the netball court  
 
Implement successful 
attacking and defending 
principles  
 
During progressive 
practices or drills.  
 
During conditioned 
practices, both 
competitive and non-
competitive 
 
Playing full court games  
 
Umpiring part of a full 
game  
 
 



pupils should not be making footwork errors at this stage. Pupils are 
aware of the different requirements needed for each position and 
should be versatile in the positions they play.  

Vocabulary 

Chest pass -  from your own chest to your teammates over a short distance 
 
Bounce pass - pushing the ball towards the floor 2/3 of the way to your teammate, so that the 
ball bounces to their waiting hands (short distances).  
 
Shoulder pass - using one hand from shoulder, passing the ball over longer distances.   
 
Overhead pass - two hands on the ball behind your head, throwing to a teammate over longer 
distances.  
 
Attacking third – the court is split into 3, the attacking third is where your team shoots. 
 
Centre third – the middle third where players feed the ball from their defending to their 
attacking end.  
 
Defending third – the opposite end to where your team is shooting, the aim is to intercept the 
ball. 
 
Dodging -  this is when a player fakes a run in one direction by dipping their shoulder, then 
running the other way to avoid a defender. 
 
Toss up – two players on opposite teams stand 1m apart with their hands by their sides. They 
are facing each other, the umpire holds the ball at hip height, releases it and blows the whistle 
at the same time. Whoever reacts and catches the ball first wins the ball.  
 
Replayed ball – this is a foul where players attempt to dribble the ball (bounce it to themselves)  
 
Pivot – Players must keep one foot still and turn using the other foot in order to turn with the 
ball.  
 
Interception – Stopping a pass between two opponents  
 
Obstruction – When you’re marking a player with the ball, and you stand closer than 1m to 
them. 
 
Contact – You are not allowed to make contact with anybody else in netball 
 
Running step – Catching the ball and passing again in the same step 
 
Channels – specific players sticking to the right, left or middle in order to clear space for team 
mates. 

Assessment 
Focus  

Assessment 
To demonstrate the ability to outwit an opponent in a game situation using the appropriate 
skills and techniques. The pupils are to develop their knowledge and understanding of the rules 
in Netball.  
Further development - Inter house netball comp/ encourage going to college netball club/ play 
for a club outside of college.  

 

 



Year 10 
Autumn Term 

Basketball 

How do I become a better Basketball player? 

Source of 
knowledge From Teacher / You tube / Books / Coaching awards / Internet  

Knowledge 

The use of reverse, finger roles and left hand lay ups  
To be able to use either hand to dribble and score. To be able to outwit 
opponents using techniques at speed and with accuracy. 
Strategies for attack- screens, blocks, high & low posts. 
To be able to perform strategies for attack. i.e. screens, posts. To 
understand the benefits of strategic and tactical approach to attacking. 
Develop shooting–Jump shots/free throws  
To understand and perform attacking principles and strategies found in 
Basketball e.g. the use of width and speed. To be able to perform angled runs 
to create opportunity to outwit opponents. 
The attacking role  
To perform necessary skills and techniques to attack from set plays to outwit 
opponents. 
The defensive role 
To perform defensive strategies including man to man and zone. To develop 
creativity in developing new strategies from set plays in attack. 
The Role of the Referee 
To understand the importance of effective communication with others.  

Students will apply 
the knowledge by;  
 
 
In a game or 
competitive situation 
 
During progressive 
practices or drills.  

Vocabulary 
Set shot / Lay up /  Bounce Pass / Chest Pass / Dribble / Pivot / interception / screen / post plays / 
man to man / zone – plus parts of basketball court such as Baseline / Side Line / Key and 3 point 

line  

Assessment 
Focus  

Assessment 
To demonstrate the ability to outwit an opponent in a game situation using the appropriate skills and 
techniques. The pupils are to develop their knowledge and understanding of the rules in basketball.  
Further development - Inter house basketball comp/ encourage going to college basketball club. 

 



Year 10 
Autumn Term 

Hockey 

How can I become a better hockey player? 
Source of 

knowledge From Teacher/ Youtube/Books/Coaching awards/Internet  

Knowledge 

Hockey is an invasion game where players have to control the ball using 
a stick and move forward up the pitch to invade the oppositions goal to 

score points. 
In order to do this, they have to learn: - 

 
Attacking Skills & Player Elimination 
Be able to pass and dribble the ball with more control, speed and power. 
Use these skills to improve attacking play. Be able to perform roll outs 
and lifts in order to eliminate the opposition. 
Tackling & Channelling the Ball 
Time tackles in order to make them effective (not stick tackling). Can 
select a jab or a block tackle depending on the situation. Know how to 
channel a player to improve defensive play. Transfer skills to competitive 
situations. 
Defensive Skills & Short Corners  
Understand the importance of working as a team to defend effectively. 
Can prevent the opposition from shooting at goal (defending). Pupils will 
develop their skills at a short corner with pressure of opposition. 
Playing the ball around the back & Sweeping 
Be able to work with other players to improve the speed and distance of 
their passing and moving. Playing the ball around the back under slight 
pressure. Perform a sweep hit with power and control. Use these skills in 
a game situation. 
Umpiring, Coaching and game-play 
Coach a small group a skill/tactic. Know the rules to umpire small-sided 
games. Can support their team-mates on the pitch to ensure effective 
attacking play, moving into space to receive the ball.  
  

Students will apply 
the knowledge by;  
 

Successfully 
eliminating the 

opposition in a game 
or competitive 

situation by using  
roll-outs/lifts. 

 
Selecting the correct 

tackle in a 
competitive situation 
to beat a defender. 

 
Successfully playing 
the ball ‘around the 

back’ in a game 
situation. 

 
Successfully umpire a 

small sided game 
using the correct 

rules. 
 

Vocabulary 

Roll-outs -  an attacking skill where the ball remains in contact with the end of the stick at all times 
whilst moving the body in a large rotation to evade a defender. 
Player elimination – marking a player/using movement to eradicate an opposition player from the 
game. 
Channelling - (defensive skill) employed by a defender to direct the opposition player in 
possession of the ball towards a particular area of the pitch, with the intention of dispossessing 
them/recovering the ball. 
Sweeping - variation of the hit pass. The grip and stance are the same, and the ball is placed in line 
with the front foot. The stick is drawn back a short way and swept forwards along the ground to 
strike the ball. 
’around the back’ – defenders play the ball around the defensive third in order to shift it to the 
opposite wing and re-start an attack. 
Coaching – a process that aims to improve performance and focus on specific areas of 
development. 
Skills/Tactics -  the decisions and actions of players in the match to gain an advantage over the 
opposing team or players. 

Parts of hockey pitch – Goal-line, halfway, ‘D’, centre circle. 



 

Year 9&10 
Spring Term 

FITNESS Cardio 

Source of 
knowledge Teacher / You tube / Books / Coaching awards / Internet  

Knowledge 

How to use new equipment (kettlebells/ powerballs etc) 
Revisit the benefits of cardio-vascular exercise 
Recall use of cardio machines and be able to set a target for your 
exercise. 
How to use ‘Interval Training’ on cardio machines and in a circuit 
Understand the benefits interval training may have for an athlete 
Be able to state what type of athlete might use interval training and 
how. 
How to use ‘Continuous Training’ is and what it involves 
Understand the benefits of continuous training has on the body 
Be able to provide examples of what type of athlete may use 
continuous training. 
Recap what calories are 
Be able to explain how our daily intake of food may affect us physically 
Learn the main roles of each food type (e.g. Protein- helps replenish 
muscle tissue etc) 
Learn how you can adapt your training programme to specific sports. 
Learn how you can adapt your training programme to specific sports. 
Be able to work effectively in groups  
Recognise different types of training in the challenge  
Recognise strengths in weaknesses in self and others and be able to 
plan to maximise performance as a team 

 
 

Students will apply 
the knowledge by;  
 
Applying knowledge 
into controlling the 
machines 
appropriately.  
 
 

Vocabulary Types of training, to include isotonic and isometric, muscles used such as quadriceps / pectorals/ 
biceps / triceps / Hamstring and gluteals 

Assessment 
Focus  

Assessment – muscle test – on where muscles are located on the body  / technique on performing 
exercises 
 

 

Year 10 & 11 
Spring Term 

FITNESS Weights 

Teacher / You tube / Books / Coaching awards / Internet  

Assessment 
Focus  

Assessment 
To demonstrate the ability to outwit an opponent in a game situation using the appropriate skills 
and techniques. The pupils are to develop their knowledge and understanding of the rules in 
hockey.  
Further development – Inter-house hockey competitions/encourage to go to hockey practice. 



Learn the health and safety aspects for when using the weights room. 

To be able to use the equipment with the correct technique. 

To be able to record performance. 

To set up machines to suit the individual. 

To show the discipline required to rotate in circuit.  

Measure and record 10RM if possible 
 
Training for Muscular Endurance <> Muscular strength 

Recording of performance 
 
Use of progression 
 
Second week of PEP & Overview of Isolation and Compound Exercises 

Students will apply 
the knowledge by;  
 
Applying knowledge 
into controlling the 
machines 
appropriately.  
 
 

Muscles trained, muscular endurance and strength, Personal Exercise programme, sets and 
repetitions. 

Assessment – running own PEP, answers to questions on work sheets and technique when performing different 
exercises, knowledge of Health and Safety when using fitness rooms 
 

 

Year 10 
Summer Term 

Athletics 
How do I train and practice to perform in athletics events? How can I help others to improve and measure their 

progress? 

Source of 
knowledge Teacher Demonstration and Verbal Guidance/ Coaching cards  

Knowledge 

Sprinting. 
How to run an interval session with correct frequency , intensity and 
time. 
How to timekeep and judge at the finish line. 
 
Middle distance running 
How to run an interval session with correct frequency , intensity and 
time. 
How to timekeep and start. 
 
Throwing 

The important points to look for when coaching the throws. How to focus 
feedback for the performer. 

Where to stand and how to judge. 

How to measure throws correctly and safely under competition rules. 

Jumping 

The important points to look for when coaching the jumps. How to focus 
feedback for the performer. 

Students will apply 
the knowledge by;  
 
 
Performing practice 
sessions. 
 
Answering questions. 
 
Coaching others. 
 
Officiating in practice 
and competition. 
 



Where to stand and how to judge. 

How to measure jumps correctly and safely under competition rules. 

How to look after the sandpit during competition. 

 
 

Vocabulary Take-off leg, track, javelin, shot, discus, fosbury flop, western roll, pen grip, scissors, throwing line, 
waiting line, tape measure, stopwatch, spiking, pull through.  

Assessment 
Focus  

Assessment 
Organisation of a team pentathlon, performance at the events and ability to officiate.  
Further development – Sports day/ encourage joining college athletics club or external club. Inter-
school competition. 

 


